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MODES, METAPHORS, AND INPUT DEVICES









DESIGN 02: Heuristic Evaluation (due before class TODAY) 

PROG 2-B (Due Next Friday 5 Oct) 10 DAYS!! 

PROG 2-B Status? 

Teams? 

Section this week: APIs ++ 

Midterm: 15 Oct 10:30-noon in Sibley Auditorium 

Midterm Review: 12 Oct in Section 

ANNOUNCEMENTS











METAPHOR IN USER INTERFACES



Doug Engelbart's December 9, 1968, computer demonstration at the Fall Joint 
Computer Conference in San Francisco.  The 90-minute presentation essentially 
demonstrated almost all the fundamental elements of modern personal computing 

•windows 
•hypertext 
•graphics 
•video conferencing 
•the computer mouse 
•word processing 
•dynamic file linking 
•revision control 
•collaborative real-time editor 

THE MOTHER OF ALL DEMOS



Your Professor (as a PhD student) and Doug Engelbart in 1998











nearly 50 years before… 

windows 
hypertext 
video conferencing 
the computer mouse 
word processing 
dynamic file linking 
revision control 
collaborative real-time editor 

1968



Definition 
The transference of the relation between one set of objects to another set for the purpose of 
brief explanation  

Lakoff & Johnson 
“...the way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day is very much a matter of 
metaphor.''  
in our language & thinking - “argument is war” 
…he attacked every weak point  
…criticisms right on target  
…if you use that strategy  

Metaphors can highlight some features, suppress others

METAPHOR



Purpose 
Leverages knowledge of familiar, concrete objects/experiences 
Transfer this knowledge to abstract tasks and concepts 

Problem 
Inaccurate or naive conceptual model of the system

INTERFACE METAPHORS

A presentation tool
is like
an slide projector



THE PAINTING METAPHOR



Started at Xerox PARC  
Xerox Star 
Bitmapped screens made it possible 

Not meant to be a real desktop 
Organize information the way people use information on desktop 
Allow windows to overlap – make screen act as if objects are on it

THE DESKTOP METAPHOR







MICROSOFT BOB’S DESKTOP METAPHOR 



BOB’S “LIVING ROOM” METAPHOR





3D DESKTOPS

Robertson 2000 Sun’s Looking Glass



GOOGLE ART PROJECT



VIRTUAL ASSISTANT METAPHOR



METAPHOR CAVEATS



Too limited 
The metaphor restricts interface possibilities 

Too powerful 
The metaphor implies the system can do things it can’t 

Too literal or cute 
Makes it difficult to understand abstract concept 

Mismatched 
The metaphor conveys the wrong meaning

METAPHOR CAVEATS



What is being controlled here?
MISMATCHED METAPHORS



MISMATCHED METAPHORS



Direct translations 
Software music player that requires turning volume knob with mouse 
Software telephone that requires the user to dial a number by clicking on a simulated keypad 
Airline web site that simulates a ticket counter!

MISUSED METAPHORS





Good Metaphors 
Capture essential elements of the event / world 
Deliberately leave out / mute the irrelevant 
Appropriate for user, task, and interpretation

GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN



MODES



The same user actions have different effects in different 
situations.

MODES: DEFINITION



MODES: EXAMPLES











When are they useful? 
Temporarily restrict users’ actions 
When logical and clearly visible and easily switchable 
Drawing with paintbrush vs. pencil 

Why can they be problematic? 
Big memory burden 
Source of many serious errors 

How can these problems be fixed? 
Don’t use modes – redesign system to be modeless 
Redundantly visible

USING MODES IN INTERFACES 



Setting the time on a clock

REDESIGNING TO AVOID MODES

Modal



Setting the time on a clock

Modeless

REDESIGNING TO AVOID MODES



Setting the time on a clock

Modeless

REDESIGNING TO AVOID MODES

set time

set alarm



Fill and empty syringe

MODES ARE SOMETIMES GOOD

Modeless



If task requires modes, interface may also contain modes

MODES ARE SOMETIMES GOOD

Fill Mode Deliver Mode



Set and hold a mode via conscious, continuous action 
Shift key to capitalize (vs. Caps Lock) 
Foot pedal that must remain pressed 
Pull down menus 
Muscle tension reminds users they are  
holding a mode 

Also known as “spring-loaded modes”

QUASIMODES







Metaphor 
Leverages knowledge of familiar objects & experiences 
Transfer this knowledge to abstract tasks and concepts 
Easily mismatched or misused so be careful! 

Modes 
Can create memory issues and cause serious errors 
Avoid modes in your designs! 
Reducing the number of modes will reduce the user's mental effort in using your interface 
Design modes that match user tasks

SUMMARY





3D TOUCH



CHI 2005



CHI 2005



CHI 2004



UIST 2001



UIST 2001



UIST 2001







2006



CHI 2007



INPUT DEVICES



What (low-level) tasks are the users trying to accomplish with an input 
device? 

How can we think about the space of possible input devices? 

What interaction techniques are encouraged/discouraged by a particular 
device? 

QUESTIONS:



Text Entry 
Pointing/Marking 
•Target acquisition 
•Steering / positioning 
•Freehand drawing 
•Drawing lines 
•Tracing and digitizing 
•…

IMPORTANT TASKS



Array of Discrete Inputs 
Many variants of form and key layout 
Can be one-handed or two 
Wide range of sizes 
Two-hand full keyboard is relatively standardized, Less standardization on others:  Command keys, 
generic function keys, cursor movement, numeric keypad,...  

Take advantage of procedural memory 
Power law of practice

TEXT ENTRY: KEYSTROKE DEVICES

1
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KEYBOARDS





KEY LAYOUTS



Still very hard on mobile devices 
Keyboards (on-screen and thumb) 
Full hand-writing recognition 
Graffiti 
EdgeWrite 
ShapeWriter

DIFFICULTY: TEXT ENTRY



Multi-tap mappings 
Multiple presses per letter  

Ambiguity resolution 
One press per letter, dictionary lookup   

MOBILE TEXT ENTRY: KEYPADS



Chording 
Multiple keys pressed simultaneously 
2n combinations for n keys 
 

MOBILE TEXT ENTRY: KEYPADS

Twiddler2, HandyKey



Doug Engelbart



Doug Engelbart





Soft Keyboards 
Benefits? Drawbacks?

MOBILE TEXT ENTRY: SOFT KEYS



MOBILE TEXT ENTRY: HANDG RECOG



GRAFFITI – UNISTROKE TEXT ENTRY



Corner-based text input technique 
Makes use of physical edges and corners to improve input time 
Particularly effective for users with motor impairments 
Edges provide stability 
Implementable in many different input modalities 
stylus, joysticks, trackball

EDGEWRITE

Jacob Wobbrock, UIST 2003





Stroke Entry Methods (e.g., Swype, ShapeWriter)

MOBILE TEXT ENTRY: TOUCH / STYLUS



Custom symbol sets 
improve recognition accuracy;  

appropriate for indirect (eyes-free) input

MOBILE TEXT ENTRY: TOUCH / STYLUS



WHICH IS FASTEST?



Dictation is faster than typing (~100 wpm)

WHAT ABOUT SPEECH RECOGNITION?



Dictation is faster than typing (~100 wpm), BUT: 
Speech is different from written language:  
Speaking in well-formed, complete, print-ready sentences is cognitively challenging 
 
High cost of correcting errors through speech channel alone  
 
Social awkwardness?

WHAT ABOUT SPEECH RECOGNITION?



POINTING  
DEVICES



Mouse.  Engelbart and English ~1964
Source: Card, Stu.  Lecture on Human Information Interaction.  Stanford, 2007.



�95



�96



�97

Right button

Left buttonEncoder wheel for scrolling



�98

IR emitter IR detectorslotted wheel  
(between emitter & detector)



SENSING: ROTARY ENCODER

High



ABSOLUTE VS RELATIVE
Absolute locators: have an origin 
location and locate in this frame of 
reference 

Relative locators: report location 
relative to their previous location, 
rather than relative to a fixed origin 

Direct locator: user points directly 
at the screen 

Indirect locator device user moves 
a cursor on the screen using a 
device separate from the screen



Ratio of the speed of hand movement 
(Control) to the speed/distance of 
cursor movement (Display) for a 
continuous locator device 

Large ratio - large hand movement / 
small cursor movement (Good for 
accurate positioning, poor for long 
movements) 

Small ratio - small hand movement / 
large cursor movement (Good for rapid 
movements across long distances, 
poor for accurate positioning)

CONTROL TO DISPLAY RATIO (C:D RATIO)



Indirect vs. Direct  
Direct: Input and output space are unified 

C:D Ratio 
For one unit of movement in physical space, how far does the cursor travel in display 
space? 
Q: What is the C:D ratio for direct touch screen input? 

Device Acquisition Time

OTHER DEVICE PROPERTIES:



D-Pad 
(see: arrow keys) 

Trackball 

Direct touch 
(see: Trackpad) 

Stylus

MOBILE POINTING



Everything is best for 
something and worst 
for something else.

- Bill Buxton



3-STATE MODEL OF INPUT (BUXTON)

(Table from Hinckley Reading)



MOUSE

(Figure from Hinckley Reading)



TOUCH SCREEN

(Figure from Hinckley Reading)



STYLUS ON TABLET

(Figure from Hinckley Reading)


